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Curriculum Vitae AMANDA ANDERSON - Researchers @ Brown A series of essays collected in Disciplinarity at the Fin de Siècle (Anderson and Valente 2002b), for example, focuses on intellectual fields during the late 19th and early 20th centuries, exploring the emergence of modern disciplinary practices. Her work addresses the ways in which these disciplines were formed, the social and cultural contexts in which they developed, and their implications for our understanding of modernity and the social world. She has also co-edited, with Joseph Valente, Disciplinarity at the Fin de Siècle (Princeton, 2002). Her current project, tentatively titled Bleak Liberalism, focuses on the role of disciplinarity in the making of modern political thought. Disciplinarity at the Fin de Siècle. Edited by Amanda Anderson and Joseph Valente. Princeton University Press, 2002. Learning Places: The Afterlives of Area and...